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1 Introduction 

St Augustine of Canterbury Church stands in the heart of Alston, tucked between housing at 
the bottom of the steep cobbled main street and close to the Town Hall, which houses the 
library, tourist information, council access point and toilets.  Historic Alston claims to be the 
highest market town in the country, sitting on the upper reaches of the River South Tyne 
and within the North Pennines AONB, and is a popular stopping point along the C2C cycle 
route, the Pennine Way and the local Isaac’s Tea Trail. 
 
The Grade II listed church is known as the ‘Cathedral of the North Pennines’ and the ‘mother 
church on the moor’.  It dates from 1870 but there has been a church on this site since at 
least the 12th century.  It is distinctive and visible beside the main route through the town 
and its sunny churchyard provides an attractive greenspace amongst the buildings.   
 
The church has a small but loyal congregation and is occasionally used for weddings, 
baptisms and funerals.  It also draws visitors with family connections and those with an 
interest in its history, not least the unique one-handed Derwent Clock it houses.  Its notable 
organ and acoustics add to the church’s special qualities and appeal; it also has a significant 
carillon of bells, which are rung regularly, and the church features on the bell ringing circuit.   
 
The church was also the hub for the very successful 2012-13 Alston Aspire project, a 
community project to develop a host of activities and events from a food festival to musical 
evenings, poetry workshops and art exhibitions.  One significant legacy of the project has 
been the art exhibition still held over three weeks in the church each year and the August 
bank holiday local produce and crafts festival. 
 
 
2 Current activities 

2.1 Worship 

St Augustine’s Church has a busy programme of worship, with a morning service or prayer 
every Sunday, a weekly Wednesday service, morning and evening prayers every Wednesday 
and Saturday, evening prayers on a Tuesday and morning prayers every Friday.  Services 
typically attract between 20 and 30 people.  Its seasonal services are very well attended, 
with the Harvest Festival and Christmas events for local schools attracting up to 250. 
 
The church is also used occasionally for weddings, funerals and baptisms, which usually 
draw in between 60 and 150 people.  
 
2.2 Community and other users 

The church is used for a host of community activities and events, including: 
 

 The annual art exhibition, which is popular and can attract up to 70 people on the 
Sundays during the three weeks 

 The annual crafts and produce festival, attracting around 20-30 people 
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 A programme of temporary exhibitions; six were held in 2014, featuring the work of 
local people including the primary school, art and history groups 

 An annual Christmas Tree festival; up to 60 decorated trees have featured in the past 
 Other themed festivals and events, such as wedding dresses and wedding hats 
 Occasional musical concerts 
 Key gatherings and seasonal events for the local school 
 Hosting the flower festival every two to three years, a joint activity with the Roman 

Catholic and Methodist churches  
 
The church was also part of a Roman family fun day recently and held a talk and 
presentation as part of the World War One commemorations.  The team also held a 
Scaffolding Tour one Sunday afternoon at the end of August, where nearly 40 people of all 
ages explored the scaffolding and/or belltower (and had tea and cake!) to find out more 
about the restoration work and enjoy the views over the town. 
 
2.3 Visitors 

The church is open every day between 9am and 5-6pm.  It is not known exactly how many 
visitors come to the church outside of services and events but numbers are estimated at 
about 500 per year.  This is a fairly modest number, given that the church is always open 
and is easily accessed from the town, which is a tourist destination with a rich heritage.   
 
Some of the visitors who do find and enjoy the church enter their comments in the visitors’ 
book (about three or four entries per week).  The following are the main aspects they like 
about the site: 
 

 The peaceful and serene atmosphere 
 The attractive appearance of the building 
 That it is open  
 The Derwent Clock 

 
Visitors are also amongst those who come and enjoy the various events and activities held at 
the church, including the art exhibition, temporary displays and performances. 
 
 
3 Current heritage experience and offer 

3.1 Access 

As noted earlier, the church is well located in the heart of the town and close to key 
facilities.  It is also open every day, which means local people and visitors can enjoy a quiet 
prayer, find a tranquil corner for contemplation or simply seek shelter from the weather at 
any time during the day.  However, it may not be obvious to visitors that the church is open 
as there is no obvious signage that makes this clear and the main door cannot be left 
standing open because it is too cold.  The team aspires to installing an inner glazed door into 
the internal porch so the main door can be left open in future. 
 
There are two noticeboards near the church gate, which provide information on service 
times, contact details and events.  At the time of writing, there were also temporary signs at 
the church gate, advising visitors that access might be restricted occasionally due to the 
renovation work being carried out on the west end. 
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Access into the churchyard is reasonably level from the gate but there are steps up to the 
main door.  The team has installed a temporary ramp here and have plans for a safer 
permanent ramp in future.   
 
Once inside, the nave is level but moving around between the fixed pews could be difficult 
for wheelchair users.  There is access to the belltower from the inner porch at the back of 
the church, but this is not suitable for regular public access.  There is a hearing loop in the 
building. 
 
3.2 Interpretation 

The church offers several ways to find out about its mission, special qualities and history, 
including: 
 

 A number of leaflets, which has been produced by the team to guide visitors around 
the church and explain some key highlights, including the stained glass, the clock and 
the kneelers; there is also a children’s activity leaflet, led by the church mouse    

 A guidebook; this comprehensive guide to the church and its highlights dates from 
2007 

 The Alston Moor Parish website (http://www.alstonmoorcofe.org.uk), which – by 
its own admission – provides only basic information about the churches of the parish 
and is still under development; unfortunately, it is rather difficult to use and would 
definitely benefit from updating or replacing.  The Alston Aspire project also has its 
own website (http://www.alstonaspire.org/), but this is now very out of date (still 
showing 2013 events); however, it contains a wealth of information about the project 
and would benefit from being adapted to become a proper on-line archive of the 
project.  Several other websites also provide information about the church for 
different users, including some limited information about the church, worship, visiting 
and history on A Church Near You (http://www.achurchnearyou.com/alston-st-
augustine/), VisitCumbria (http://www.visitcumbria.com/evnp/alston-st-augustines-
church/) and the Churches Trust for Cumbria (http://www.ctfc.org.uk).  The church 
also features on the Spirit in Stone website 
(http://www.spiritinstone.co.uk/churches/st-augustine-of-canterbury&ssid=91939)  

 Alston Moor Parish Facebook page (www.facebook.com/alstonmoorchurches); 
the team has a lively on-line presence via Facebook.  This shares news on events and 
activities and has some great photographs 

 Members of the team provide informal guided tours for visitors, special interest 
groups and schools; these are well received but are not a regular or formalised offer 

 The local archivist can also be booked to show visiting groups the church archives 
and resources; copies have been made of some of the material by local children 

 
As noted earlier, the church hosts a number of temporary exhibitions of material generated 
by local groups and schools, although these are not necessarily specific to the story of the 
church or area. 
 
3.3 Facilities 

Facilities at St Augustine’s are limited.  The building is very cold and poorly lit and there are 
no facilities for refreshments or toilets.  However, there are toilets with disabled facilities 
beside the Town Hall, which is just down the hill from the church.  
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There is a vestry at the front of the church.  The removal of pews in one of the side aisles 
has created a further useful space, which is increasingly being used for meetings and 
displays, including the annual art exhibition and temporary displays.   
 
 
4 Current and potential users 

4.1 The congregation 

There is a fairly modest but stable attendance of about 20-30 for the weekly services, with 
larger numbers for seasonal services, weddings, baptisms and funerals.  The good 
relationship with the local schools is regarded as a significant opportunity to encourage 
families and young people in particular to return to the church and become more regular 
members of the congregation. 
 
4.2 The community and other users 

The population of the remote and rural parish of Alston is about 2,7001, with around 1,200 
people living in the town itself.  This small population is ageing and young people are 
moving away, exacerbating the loss of key services and facilities.  There is also some 
deprivation here. 
 
The church is therefore in a good position to provide an important gathering space for the 
community, and a place to discover, learn more about and share the area’s long and rich 
heritage.  Indeed, the Alston Aspire project very successfully tapped into the creative and 
artistic skills of local people, inspiring and bringing together the community in new and 
exciting ways.  There is also a clear legacy from the project, including the annual art 
exhibition. The challenge now is to reinvigorate the community spirit it engendered and build 
on that project’s success in new and different ways.   
 
While the church team may feel constrained by their modest facilities and perhaps rather 
daunted by the scope of work needed to maintain the building fabric, they are to be 
commended for their determination to maintain and develop their events programme 
alongside the current building work and their commitment to achieving their longer term 
vision for the site. 
 
4.3 Visitors 

Alston’s 17th century buildings, steep cobbled main street and picturesque upland setting 
draw many visitors, as does its location on the well-used C2C, Pennine Way, South Tyne 
Trail and Isaac’s Tea Trail routes.  Just outside Alston is the notable Roman fort of Epiacum, 
regarded as one of the most significant fort sites in the Roman Empire and currently seeking 
funding for the development of visitor access, facilities and interpretation.  The area’s 
fortunes have long been linked to mining, including lead, coal and silver, which visitors can 
learn about at nearby Nenthead Mines Heritage Centre.  The town is also on the South 
Tynedale Railway, England’s highest narrow gauge railway and the recent recipient of a 
major Heritage Lottery Fund grant to extend the line and repair and renovate its facilities. 
 
Alston is struggling to maintain its small population and infrastructure, recently losing one of 
its two remaining banks.  However, the town currently does offer reasonable facilities for 
visitors, with shops, pubs, cafés and tourist information, although visitor accommodation is 
fairly limited.  Together, its location, setting, history and unique upland character attract 
                                           
1 http://www.cuf.org.uk/parish/250064 
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reasonable numbers of tourists, particularly bus trippers, walkers and cyclists, and more 
heritage attractions are being developed at the time of writing. 
 
It is therefore rather surprising that the church does not draw in more visitors.  In the past 
the team set up a rota to have volunteers in the building every weekend to welcome and 
inform all-comers and serve refreshments.  This practice has not been continued, largely due 
to only modest success in attracting visitors – probably compounded by the limited facilities 
for both visitors and volunteers as well as poor promotion and marketing.  
 
There is clearly potential for St Augustine’s to contribute further to community life and to 
play a more active role in welcoming and orientating visitors and sharing and celebrating its 
own stories and the heritage of the town and area.   
 
The team has already identified the creative, artistic and musical skills and interests of local 
people as rich seams to mine.  Other thematic threads the team is considering include 
developing links with St Augustine and Canterbury, the Celtic connections and the idea of 
pilgrimage.  There is also interest in making much more of the organ and the carillon. 
 
4.4 Volunteers 

There are about 15 regular volunteers at the church and this dedicated and loyal core team 
offers a range of very useful skills, not least their knowledge of and enthusiasm for the 
church and commitment to developing and sharing its mission, special qualities and stories.  
Practical skills such as research, exhibition development and networking have proved 
invaluable to date. 
 
Attracting new volunteers always proves challenging, but the team should take heart from 
their previous success in generating interest and support through the Alston Aspire project.  
 
4.5 Target audiences for heritage activity 

Based on this brief assessment of the mix of current audiences at the church, the community 
and context, and the team’s successes to date, the suggested target audiences for heritage 
engagement in the short to medium term are: 
 

 Local people and visitors of all ages interested in history, the arts and 
music, including general interest visitors to the area and special interest groups 

 Local and visiting families, looking for activities and events suitable for children 
and young people  

 Local people interested in using and developing their skills, by developing 
and promoting broader opportunities to get involved and by delivering projects that 
develop new skills for all ages  

 
 

5 Heritage engagement opportunities 

5.1 Review of aspirations 

The team’s priority is currently on the fabric of the building but it has also identified a 
number of potential opportunities for increasing access, encouraging more users and 
attracting new volunteers.  Proposals under discussion include: 
 

 Continuing to enhance access, including a permanent ramp and new glazed doors at 
the entrance 
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 Facilitating more temporary events and exhibitions; the team is particularly interested 
in semi-permanent displays at the church 

 Updating and coordinating the existing printed interpretation and developing new 
resources for visitors of all ages 

 Creating new areas for activities, meetings and events e.g. glazing the side aisle for 
exhibitions and displays, moving the organ to the rear of the church to create new 
meeting and office spaces at the front of the church and perhaps a mezzanine floor 
over the organ at the back 

 The restoration of the organ, with associated projects to engage people with music, 
provide training and share skills 

 
Interestingly, there was an aspiration to create a music centre in the former Methodist 
Church in Alston in the past that was not realised.  St Augustine’s could explore whether 
there is still interest in and support for this idea and, if so, put itself forward as a potential 
venue.  
 
5.2 Key recommendations 

The team is to be commended for not regarding the building works or the limited facilities at 
St Augustine’s as a reason to stop delivering and planning for events and activities.  Indeed, 
the team is capitalising on interest in the restoration work (e.g. the recent scaffolding tour) 
and should continue to ensure the process is recorded and shared.  It is strongly 
recommended that the team continues with events and activities as currently, while also 
considering other quick wins for profile raising, consultation and gathering user data.  These 
activities will help test the impact and efficacy of different actions on target audiences and 
assess likely demand for other projects and activities. 
 
Taking small and achievable steps will help continue to raise the profile of the church and its 
activities and events, demonstrate to local people and visitors that change is afoot and 
hopefully stimulate renewed interest in getting involved with the life of the church (whether 
as a visitor, participant or a volunteer).  Importantly it will also provide valuable feedback to 
inform likely demand for new facilities and activities, such as a venue for performances and 
training and/or a welcome, orientation and interpretation point for the town and area. 
 
The key lies in working effectively with local partners, to share knowledge and resources and 
to ensure any new facilities and activities will complement the existing offer and continue to 
attract and engage the congregation and community as well as visitors. 
 
5.3 Opportunities for engaging with the church’s heritage 

These opportunities build upon existing successes and new ideas identified by the church 
team and during discussion with the Inspired Futures consultants.  The short term proposals 
here are a suggested list from which the team can cherry-pick, in order to test different 
approaches to engagement with the church mission, building and heritage.  Inviting 
comment and feedback at every stage, and evaluating each project against clear targets, will 
provide robust guidance on how best to target effort, resources and funds in the future. 
 
The short term activities recommended here are designed to raise the profile of the church 
and test sample events.  It is hoped that this will encourage new volunteers who might be 
interested in taking on the development and delivery of some of these new activities in the 
medium and longer term. 
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The medium and longer term projects suggested here will be dependent upon the successes 
or otherwise in the short term, and the team should remain open to developing and adapting 
its vision to respond to findings and feedback.  All these elements are suggestions only and 
should be explored and reviewed at each stage within the parameters of the church mission, 
other projects and activities and the overall vision for the site. 
 
Suggestions for short term / quick win actions and activities: 
 
 An activity and interpretation plan – the church team’s main priority is maintaining 

and reordering the building but there is a range of opportunities for complementing this 
work and engaging more and different users through the church’s rich heritage and 
potential partnerships.  It is therefore strongly recommended that the team prepares a 
robust plan for activities and interpretation to identify appropriate heritage projects, 
phase the work and plot the necessary aims, actions and outcomes 

 
 Increase awareness of church opening and activities – the opportunity to display 

‘welcome, we are open’ signage, such as banners and/or A-boards at the gate and at the 
church door, whenever the church is open and for specific events and activities.  These 
are likely to be invaluable in drawing attention to the church even once the longer term 
aspiration of a glazed door at the entrance has been achieved   

 
 Consider offering free / donation refreshments and some comfortable seats for 

anyone calling into the church, particularly for casual visitors and for walkers and cyclists 
sheltering from the weather, along with practical information and interpretation to add 
value to their visit.  This may need to be a longer term aspiration because of limited 
facilities currently, but providing a kettle, bottled water, disposable cups and drink 
sachets could make people feel very welcome and encourage visitors to linger longer 
even in the short term (with information making clear that there is a toilet just a short 
walk away). 

 
Indeed, the team may wish to explore opportunities to offer shelter in a more formal way 
to walkers and cyclists in the future.  This could include cycle racks in the churchyard and 
a place to hang wet gear in the porch.  Also, cycle touring companies that offer 
supported cycle tours along routes like the C2C are often looking for somewhere safe to 
park their support vehicle to meet up with the cyclists and provide picnic stops; in the 
longer term the church could offer – by agreement – safe parking for the support vehicle 
and the use of the church toilets, bike racks, attractive grounds for picnicking and 
welcome shelter in poor weather in return for a donation or other arrangement 

 
 
Suggestions for medium term actions and activities:  
 
 Website development – the current Alston Moor Church of England website is a useful 

place to find links to practical information, but does not include insights into the history 
of the parish or individual churches.  The site promises it is in development but already 
has a rather dated look, compounded by links to the Aspire Alston website which is now 
several years out of date.  There is also no obvious link to the active parish Facebook 
page, which is a missed opportunity. 

 
It is suggested that St Augustine’s aims to develop more on line resources relating to the 
church and its setting, either as part of the current joint website or as a new site (with 
links to the former).  A new website offers opportunities for controlling content and 
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adding and updating as required, which is particularly important if the church is about to 
become even more active and offer more events and activities as well as heritage 
resources.  Putting archive material and other heritage resources on line is 
recommended, and an attractive and engaging website will help engage with remote 
users and encourage visits.  Ensure that the website offers links to other churches, 
organisations and resources locally and in the area, and encourage partners to 
reciprocate.   
 
It is also strongly recommended that the Alston Aspire website be reviewed and either 
properly updated to reflect current activity in the church and town or to be adapted to 
become an interesting and valuable on-line archive for the project and church 

 
 Coordinated printed material – while the team is to be commended for the many 

leaflets, activity sheets and posters it has produced, it is strongly recommended that 
these are all reviewed in the near future.  The focus should be on quality rather than 
quantity, and it is recommended that a house style be developed for all printed material 
so that a ‘family’ of coordinated, complementary material can be produced.  The 
team may wish to consider working with an interpretive designer, who can help develop 
this coordinated range of material and/or provide a series of easy-to-use graphic 
templates as a basis for each new item required. 

 
A key initial task will be to review existing print and identify needs.  The team may 
wish to put together a working group, made up of volunteers, local historians and others, 
to carry out this review and determine exactly what is required in terms of promotional 
and interpretive print in the short and longer terms.  Their first task may be to produce a 
trial version of a new leaflet for the church (ensuring this is a lively, informative and 
concise guide to the church, its heritage and highlights) and to test it out and invite 
feedback from local people and visitors on style, content, accessibility and impact before 
going to print proper.  It is also strongly recommended that the existing guidebook and 
church mouse children’s activity trail be evaluated by members of the target audiences, 
e.g. by inviting first time visitors and local residents to test them out and provide 
feedback on whether they are effective, engaging and relevant, before deciding whether 
to do further print runs or to update or replace them. (NB include a review of the existing 
church mouse activity booklet with local schools).  

 
This process could also be a springboard for developing other links with local heritage 
sites and those with connections to St Augustine’s, encouraging people to explore locally 
and farther afield.  There are already several walking trails around Alston on offer, in 
which the church features, but there may be opportunities to work with other partners to 
create new and different trails and themed discovery tours   

 
 Graves project – create a skills development opportunity by coordinating a project to 

photograph all the gravestones and gather information about the burials2; this provides 
an opportunity to offer training in photography, digital archiving and potentially 
oral history.  This project could be used as an opportunity to test the appeal of skills 
training and research projects for new and existing congregation and other community 
members, with the new digital resources being made available on line via the church / 
parish website 

 

                                           
2 Some information and images are already available on findagrave.com 
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 Digitising the church archives – if the above project is successful, consider 
developing this further in the longer term to include gathering and digitising more 
research to make available on line  

 
 Bell tower restoration diary / blog – explore whether a small team can be put 

together to record the restoration work in the church, beginning with the tower and 
bells.  The aim would be to keep a diary of the work as part of the heritage record 
(words, photographs, recordings of those involved), with the potential to produce a 
regular blog to tell people about the work being done on site.  The blog could be shared 
regularly via the website or on Facebook or similar; all of which is good for profile-
raising, skills development and attracting repeat visits.  Use the access to the bell tower 
as an opportunity to take photographs of the views from the top (perhaps with the 
aim of recording it in all four seasons), and find ways to display these to church visitors 
in ways that contrast today’s views with what could be seen from the tower in the past. 

 
An excellent starting point would be to share the experiences of those taking the 
Scaffolding Tour on 30 August this year – there are already some comments and 
photographs on the Parish Facebook page 

 
 Exploring other arts and music opportunities – continue to build on the success to 

date of Alston Aspire and the arts, music and other creative events and activities.  
Explore opportunities to work with experienced arts organisations on projects that will 
bring wider community benefits and engage new and different audiences; take 
inspiration from innovate projects like the photography and light project developed in 
partnership between Fort Nelson, digital artists and a local autism support group in 
Portsmouth3   

 
 
Suggestions for longer term actions and activities: 
 
The following projects are likely to be interlinked, enabling the church to be part of a 
community history project and be able to showcase its own story and the local heritage.  It 
is also hoped that new and different volunteers would be inspired to take part and that 
sharing and developing new skills would be at the heart of this work. 
 
It is therefore recommended that the church consider drawing in specialist skills to help lead 
and develop the projects, and that the team looks for someone with experience of working 
with community groups and specialises in developing heritage-related skills and initiatives. 
 
 High quality interpretation and exhibitions in the church – it is recommended 

that the church invests in some good quality temporary exhibition resources for use by 
the arts exhibitors already making use of the venue and which would also be suitable for 
local history and special interest groups and schools to showcase their stories, artworks, 
objects etc.  The aim should be to upgrade the existing display boards with a new high 
quality system e.g. bespoke moveable display units and graphic templates.  This will 
make it easy to for the team to easily mount their own exhibitions to a high standard and 
to accommodate exhibitions and displays by other groups, including the arts exhibitions 
already being undertaken. 

 

                                           
3 https://www.royalarmouries.org/events/events-at-fort-nelson/calendar/2015-02-09/light-fever 
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On the assumption that the team also wishes to have interpretation of the church and 
community on a more permanent basis as well, it is strongly recommended that these 
are developed alongside the temporary exhibition resources to ensure complementary 
design and quality.  This should also help determine the scale and nature of both 
elements, to make best use of the spaces available for display and storage alongside all 
the other church activities including – most importantly – worship.   
 
The team should consider testing the following approaches to interpretive displays on 
local people and visitors: 

 
 The story of St Augustine and Alston – there are several ways in which new 

interpretation could be introduced in the church.  A display area could be created at 
the rear of the nave or in a dedicated space in one of the side aisles, featuring high 
quality attractive display units that can be easily moved.  These could be a mix of 
vertical display walls and interpretive box units on wheels that can be moved into the 
space and opened up and/or stored closed to use as tables / work surfaces.  Other 
options include a series of smaller interpretive display features that are located 
around the church at points of interest e.g. robust freestanding lectern-style panels 
that can be moved or stored when not required.  A third option is a downloadable 
audio or AV tour, which can guide people around both inside and out and provide 
access to a lot of additional material, including images, sound, video and oral history.  
This approach requires minimal physical impact on the church but may have limited 
appeal to some audiences and/or the team may feel this is not appropriate for this 
historic space 

 
 Visitor information – it has also been mooted that the church could be a suitable 

venue for tourist information (bearing in mind that the nearby Town Hall has a TIC 
function and it will be important not to compete with or duplicate this).  The church 
could develop its heritage displays to include information and interpretation of the 
town and area, as context for the church today and to benefit all visitors wishing to 
explore farther afield.  This might include high quality maps of the town and area 
that highlight heritage and other visitor attractions and practical information such as 
public transport, walking routes and cycleways.  The display could also integrate high 
quality leaflet racks (with reciprocal arrangements with other venues to display one 
another’s leaflets) 
 

 Schools resources – the church already has good relations with the local schools and 
the team should consult with them to see whether the existing church mouse activity 
booklet is effective and whether new resources in the church would add to its value and 
appeal as a destination for education and other group visits.  Ideas to consider, which 
could be made available to families as well as education groups, include:   

  
 Discovery trails for exploring inside and outside the church, including the wildlife of 

the churchyard 
 Activity packs for a range of ages e.g. bags of different blocks for smaller children 

so they can look for these shapes in the church; magnifying glasses, binoculars, 
mirrors for older children to encourage searching for details and looking at spaces in 
different ways; inspiration bags that include copies of artworks, poetry, stories and 
music to encourage creativity   
 

 Special access days and showcasing heritage skills – explore the exciting 
opportunities to provide special access to appropriate aspects of the building, bell tower 
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and organ restoration work, and facilitate associated open days and workshops to 
provide visitors with insights into the special skills and processes required.  If these are 
successful, there is the potential for offering other occasional special access days to parts 
of the church not normally accessible e.g. the roof, the bell tower, the organ; promote 
these widely as a rare and exciting opportunity (may attract new and different visitors).  
The team could also consider a lecture series and/or other craft workshops to showcase 
heritage skills like bell ringing, stained glass, woodworking and organ maintenance, 
relating to the local heritage and church.  Again, using feedback on the recent 
Scaffolding Tour will help determine how best to engage people and manage access 

 
 Walk and Talk group – working with e.g. local historians and artists, trial some 

informal guided walks from the church that celebrate the local heritage and the area’s 
distinctive creativity; try several on a small scale to start with, perhaps targeted at 
different age groups (including older people and families).  If this is a popular event and 
receives positive feedback, consider running it again and/or developing other events 
along similar lines (perhaps with costumed guides e.g. Isaac Holden, the Earl of 
Derwentwater).  There is also the potential to link these walks with e.g. photography, 
drawing and/or creative writing workshops  
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Appendix – Supporting information and useful contacts 
(to follow) 
 
 
 


